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A New Year Message from CEO!

Read the full message here!

Welcome to
ThitsaWorks!

ThitsaWorks team is

delighted to welcome

Ms. Jana Chmelnizki

Kadian as Senior Advisor

on the Advisory Board of

ThitsaWorks.

 

Read more!

Partnership
Announcement!

We are thrilled to announce

that ThitsaWorks and 

Innovations for Poverty

Action (IPA) have signed

an MOU on studying the

impact of interoperability in

Microfinance.

 

Read more!
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ThitsaWorks Conducted Digital
Financial Literacy Training with
VisionFund

On December 1st 2022, ThitsaWorks

conducted DFL training with more than 30

employees from the VisionFund Myanmar.

We are grateful to partner with VisionFund

Myanmar to create the inclusive financial

ecosystem in Myanmar through digital

financial literacy. 

Microfinance Credit Information
Exchange (MCIX) Monthly Analysis

For December 2022, 60 MFIs have

uploaded a total of 2.7 million

borrowers including 2.02 million unique

borrowers, from 281 townships in

Myanmar. 102,685 high-risk borrowers

have been reported. MCIX helps MFIs

assess risks, reduce the information gap

and enhance better borrowing behaviors.

Learn more about MCIX. 

MCIX's Value-added Items in 2022
 

In 2022, we have added the following new
features and developments for MCIX: 

New UI changes to make it more
user-friendly
MCIX Validator App for a
preliminary data/ pre-data test for
MCIX users. 
MCIX Mobile App that aimed for
MFIs' staff to easily search the data
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by using the mobile phone.

Building WynePay to Address
Financial Inclusion in Myanmar
 

Aiming to solve financial inclusion
challenges in Myanmar, ThitsaWorks,
INFITX, and UNCDF have developed
WynePay, an interoperable real-time
payment switch, by using the Mojaloop
open-source technology.
WynePay is a participant-governed,
shared, and open platform empowering
Myanmar’s MFIs to connect to mobile
wallets and banks in a cost-effective and
timely manner.
Read more!

FinTech 2023: Looking Back To

Look Forward

In the first two years of the COVID

pandemic, “acceleration” was the

overused buzzword for what lockdowns

and safety protocols engendered

regarding the deployment and adoption of

financial technologies. If 2022 was “part 2”

of the COVID saga, then it is likely 2023

will be the next chapter of that “part 2.”

Read more!
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Biggest Payments Trends for 2023

 
Fintech and payments trends are

constantly changing due to the

development of new technologies. If you

or your business is still relying on the good

old credit-card, we’ve got some news for

you in 2023.

Read more!

Digitalization Helps Promote
Financial Inclusion among ASEAN
Youth. Here's how!
 

The ASEAN region has seen

unprecedented growth in digitalization,

and this trend looks set to continue,

according to the World Economic Forum’s

ASEAN Digital Generation Report 2022. 

Read more!
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The Digital Gender Gap

 
The advent of digital financial services—

such as those that use mobile phones or

the internet to conduct financial

transactions—is transforming people’s

lives, helping the underserved gain

greater access to financial services. But

not all segments of the population are

benefiting equally.

Read more!

Subscribe to our Newsletter to keep updated with our data-driven solutions, equip with
digital financial literacy, and have access to appropriate financial products.

Subscribe Here!

Read the past issues here!
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